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Memo seeks crimes

An award-winning newspaper published weekly for the Minnesota State University Moorhead community

Yearly letter collects
offenses by students
By LEE MORRIS
Editor

advocate graphic

MSUM’s Campus Security gathers data on student crimes every
year in accordance with the Jeanne Clery Act and does so aided
by a message sent to university employees, an excerpt of which
is above.

Frosty
events
slated

DragonFrost
features slogan,
Kise Jean shirts
Advocate staff reports
Move over, Roland Barden.
The MSUM President
appeared on Homecoming Tshirts this past fall—and sure,
he looked pretty slick.
But now that the winter equivalent of the fall
event is on the way—called
DragonFrost—it’s someone
else’s turn.
Kise Jean’s, to be precise.
MSUM’s cultural cafeteria
icon, known for gracing the
hub of students’ on-campus
eating locale for 30 years,
will appear on the chests of
DragonFrost enthusiasts once
the events start on Feb. 16.
From Snow Court to a
Graffiti Competition, Mr.
MSUM to basketball games
and spirit points that student
organizations can win by participating, DragonFrost is aiming to thaw the winter blues.
Kise Jean, whose real name
is Jean Tweten, will be on the
shirts next to the slogan, “I
Love It.”
A
complete
list
of
DragonFrost events is at www.
mnstate.edu/dragonfrost/
schedule.htm.
E-mail us
at advocate@mnstate.edu.

It’s that time of the year
again.
MSUM Campus Security
sends out a memo every year
about this time to gather information on student crimes.
The memo specifically asks
“campus security authorities,”
or anyone with “significant
responsibility for student and
campus activities,” to report
potential crimes to Campus
Security.
“Federal law says if you
are aware of any crime that a
student has committed, you
have to report it,” said Ferman
Woodberry, security director.
“It’s not a matter of busting.

It’s not a matter of doing anything but documenting.”

The reason

The Jeanne Clery Act, a federal law made because of a
1986 sexual assault and murder
of a student at Pennsylvania’s
Lehigh University, requires the
security department to send
the memo, Woodberry said.
Clery’s school failed to
release information about 38
violent crimes in the three
years preceding her murder.
The data gathered through
the memo is included in
Campus Security’s annual
security report, which comes
out in October.

security, back page

Program gives community a lift
Functions aimed at elementary, high school students
By RYAN JACOBS
Staff Writer

Many people here in Dragon
country may have heard of a
program designed to help the
community.
It’s called the Community
Outreach Program and is
sponsored by the college of
social and natural sciences.
The outreach coordinator is
Shawn Ellingboe, a chemistry
professor.
She said the program helps
students in kindergarten
through 12th grade learn what
the fields of science and math
have to offer.
The program has several

events coming up. For example, on Feb. 24, the Western
Minnesota Regional Science
Fair Competition will be in
the CMU.
The Web site for this program, which lists all upcoming events the program has,
can be found at www.mnstate.
edu/csnsoutreach.
Tim Borchers, associate
dean of social and natural
sciences, said the amount of
outreach that MSUM does
has convinced the Minnesota
Legislature to renovate Hagen
Hall and the Science Lab.
“This program is a great
public relations and marketing
opportunity for MSUM; it is

great to see professors taking
the time to teach young people their expertise,” Borchers
said.
This program has several
events coming up that MSUM
students can get involved in.
On March 19 there will be
the Minnesota Economics
Challenge. The next day the
North Dakota Economics
Challenge will be going on.
On April 14 the “Expanding
Your Horizons” program for
hands-on science and mathematics for girls grades seven
through nine will take place.
Jacobs can be reached
at jacobsry@mnstate.edu.

Campus News resumes

Mind power
Psychology majors,
professor win award
for their work
on human vision

Features, Page 3

Bad news
Security memo
poses dangerous risk
for students,
despite intent

Opinion, page 4

They call it art
Students take over
for canceled show,
art on display
through Wednesday

A&E, page 6

Broadcast focuses on college-related goings-on
By BEN SAILER
Staff Writer

Campus News, MSUM’s
student-run television news
program, has gone on the air
for the spring 2007 semester.
The program, now in the
middle of its 24th year, airs
at 7 a.m. Saturday morning
on Prairie Public Television,
channel 13.
The program focuses mainly on current events at MSUM
and occasionally other schools
in the region. Viewers of the
show reside all across North
Dakota as well as parts of
Minnesota and Canada.

tv, back page

Let’s talk about it
Athletic director
search process starts
with candidate
from Valley City
sayward honer / the advocate

Campus News anchors Tessie Jones, left, and Kim Long read news
focusing on college at 7 a.m. every Saturday on channel 13.

Sports, page 8
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Security
Report
2.07—2.12

2.07 Lost property in Lommen
2.07 Disorderly conduct
in the CMU
2.09 Theft in the CMU
2.09 Vandalism in Dahl
2.10 False fire alarm in the
Science Lab
2.11 Motor vehicle accident
on campus
2.11 Alcohol offenses off
campus
2.11 Elevator emergency in
Nelson
2.12 Burgular alarm in the
Bookstore
2.12 911 call from student
senate office
2.12 Motor vehicle accident in
Lot JS
2.12 Vehicle theft at East Snarr
2.12 Medical response/
ambulance to Lommen

HPV vaccinations
now available

Annually, 500,000 women
are diagnosed with cervical
cancer. It is caused by HPV,
or Human Papillomavirus, a
sexually transmitted infection.
There are things females can
do to prevent getting cervical cancer, including getting
regular pap exams and getting
vaccinated for HPV.
The vaccine is called
Gardasil and is available at
Hendrix. It is a series of three
shots given in the arm. Call
Hendrix at (218) 477-2211 for
more information.
The
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News Briefs

Author to give
presentation

The college of education
and human services and the
Comstock Visiting Scholar
Series present Julie Landsman,
author of “A White Teacher
Talks About Race,” at 8:30
a.m. today (Thursday) in the
CMU Ballroom and at 3 p.m.
in CMU 227. Both presentations are free and open to the
public.

Study abroad
offers scholarship

The
Gerry
Haukebo
Scholarship for Study Abroad
is accepting applications from
students studying abroad for a
full academic year, 2007-2008.
The deadline is March 23. The
2007 award will be $1,000.
For an application packet
and further information, stop
by the international programs
office in Frick 151, or contact
Jill Holsen, director of international programs at holsenj@
mnstate.edu.

PRSSA holds
Day Out program

To increase support for caregiving, the Public Relations
Student Society of America
will hold a “Day Out” program at Our Savior’s Lutheran
Church in Moorhead.
The program will allow
guests to learn how to maneuver the Internet, gain new
information about caregiving
at the local and national level,
socialize and enjoy traditional
Japanese dance.
The event will take place
from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. on Feb.
19. All are welcome to attend.
For more information about
caregiving, please visit www.
familycaregiving101.org/
team27.

Knudson named
Feb. student leader

The student organization
advisory committee is pleased
to present Kayla Knudson
with the student leader of the
month award for February.
Knudson was nominated by
CAB.

Caregiving for the
elderly offered

MSUM will offer a counseling and caregiving for the
elderly workshop.
The workshop meets from
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday
and from 9 a.m to 5 p.m. on
Feb. 24 in the CMU.

Daffodil Days
benefits ACS

The American Cancer
Society’s (ACS) Daffodil Days
program is coming to our campus March 5 through 9.
All donations will support the ACS’s efforts to
fund groundbreaking cancer
research.
ACS provides cancer information and support at (800)
227-2345 or www.cancer.org.
Give daffodils. Give hope.

2007-2008 FAFSA
applications due

Thursday, Feb. 15, 2007

Fine tuning

It is now time to submit your
financial aid application for
the 2007-2008 academic year.
In order to receive maximum
consideration for all aid programs, including work study,
Perkins Loan and SEOG, your
FAFSA must be submitted to
the Federal Processor by Feb.
15.
If you or your parents will
not have your 2006 Federal
tax return filed by then, you
may complete the FAFSA with
estimated tax information.

Volunteer Visions
org of the month

Congratulations to Volunteer
Visions, which is the February
student organization of the
month. Volunteer Visions is
an organization consisting of
about 20 students volunteering around the F-M area as
well as this campus.
Members have been busy
throughout the year, but most
recently, they have been preparing for the annual blood
drive during DragonFrost
from 10:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. on
Feb. 21 in CMU 101.
If you are interested in getting involved, contact them
at volvisns@mnstate.edu or
attend one of their weekly
meetings on at 4 p.m. Tuesdays
in CMU 216.

angela schneider / the advocate

Counselor Connie Eggers talks to Jason Gerlach, a senior business administration major, at the counseling center’s résumé
workshop on Tuesday. If you missed this workshop, career services will hold a non-teaching workshop from 4 to 5:30 p.m. on
Feb. 20 in CMU 208.
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Psychology students win regional award
Nawrot and assistants research depth perception
By ASHLEY TABORSKY
Staff Writer

The research group consisting of Sherryse Mayo, Brianne
Brink, Karin Olson and psychology professor Elizabeth
Nawrot will depart for Chicago
on May 2 to accept an award
for their research in depth perception, specifically motion
parallax—a type of perception
that requires the use of only
one eye and motion.
Their research project,
“The Development of Depth
Perception from Motion
Parallax in Infancy,” was one
of more than 280 projects that
were reviewed by a panel. Out
of these 280 contenders, only
20 received awards.
“We entered the competition
last semester in November
(2006). We sent in a 50-word
and 400-word abstract to Psi
Chi,” Brink said.
An “abstract” is a summary
of research—just enough to
get the point across, but without much detail.
“We got accepted into the
conference over Christmas
Break (early January 2007)
and found out that we won
an award a few weeks later,”
Mayo said.
The researchers do not know
what kind of award they have
won. No specific title has been
revealed to them. What the
students do know, though,
is that along with winning
the award comes a $300 cash
prize. Each member receives a
certificate, and those attending

the conference will be able to What we think is that smooth
add “received an award from pursuit eye movements are
the Midwestern Psychological responsible for the ability to
Association” to their gradu- use motion parallax to see
ate school résumé. An award depth.”
might increase their chances
Mayo, a junior, is the lab
of getting into a graduate assistant to Nawrot. This
school after they graduate means that she does research
from MSUM.
for credit. Mayo
So far, the experiThe
stuis a psychology
ence I’ve gained
dents have won
is priceless. ... Dr. major, hoping
their Regional Nawrot has taught us invalu- to get her bachResearch Award able things that will prepare us elor’s degree
from Psi Chi, for graduate school and give in psychology
the
National us the experience we need. and
eventuHonor Society in
ally
a
doctorSherryse Mayo
Psychology, for
ate
in
psyjunior psychology major
their submission
chology with
to the Midwest Psychology an emphasis in child develAssociation. This is to be in opment, much like Nawrot.
Chicago from May 3 to 5.
Mayo aspires to teach at the
“We are looking to study university level and conducts
depth perception, specifically her own research.
motion parallax, in infants.
“Why is this important? We
We bring babies between two think that there may be some
and six months of age into correlation between motion
our child development lab, parallax and smoother pursuit
and we patch one eye (to pre- eye movement—the ability to
vent them from using binocu- track an image with your eyes
lar, two eye, cues to depth),” smoothly.
Mayo said.
“We are going to purchase
Brink said: “When we start a laser eye-tracker, which will
to test, we place the infant in record the infants’ eye movefront of a screen that shows ments while they view the
a moving S-shaped stimulus, stimulus to determine if they
which has one curve com- have the ability to track an
ing out toward the observer. object ‘smoothly.’ The idea
We show this stimulus to the behind it is that if these two
infants and time, how long things develop around the
they look at it for one trial.
same time, they may be relat“Once they get bored of the ed to each other. That is, you
stimulus, we switch it either can’t have one without the
by reversing the depth or other.”
showing a flat screen. If they
If their research, after purstart to look again, it means chasing the laser eye-tracker,
they saw a change in depth. proves to be true, it could

“

Percussion practice

imply many things for those
who don’t have the ability
to follow an object smoothly
with their eyes, such as someone who is drunk.
“Ever gotten pulled over by
a cop late at night? The cop
will ask you to follow his or
her finger from side-to-side to
determine if you can track it
smoothly; this is smooth-pursuit eye movement.
“Our theory is that if you
lose that smooth pursuit, you
might also lose your ability to
perceive depth from motion
parallax,” Mayo said.
According to Mayo, this
could help to explain why
more drivers crash drunk
versus sober. “It may not be
delayed reaction time at all.”
This would be a relatively new
theory.
“So far, the experience I’ve
gained is priceless,” Mayo
said. “All of us girls have the
opportunity of working alongside Dr. Nawrot and learning
from her as we go. She has
taught us invaluable things
that will prepare us for graduate school and give us the
experience we need to even
get into graduate school.
“Not only that, but we have
learned so much about how
to conduct a research experiment—which is no piece of
cake—how the grant process
works and millions of other
things I couldn’t even begin
to list.”
Another of the three traveling students, Brink, feels the
same. “I’d just like to say thank

you to Dr. Nawrot for giving
me the opportunity to work
with her on this research. It’s
been a great experience, and
it’s really made me feel like I
made the right choice in pursuing psychology as a career.”
Mayo also wanted to make
sure that she got a chance to
thank all her fellow lab partners.
“I must stress the fact that
even though I am the first
author of the research, all of the
girls put an enormous amount
of time into this research. If
any of these girls had not been
involved, it wouldn’t have
been as quality of research as
it is,” Nawrot said.
“Basically, my main point
is that this is a group effort—
nobody could have done it
alone,” she said.
Although only three of the
lab partners will be able to
make the trek to Chicago to
present their project poster—
Mayo, Brink and Olson—Vida
Murphy, Shauna Smykowski
and Ashley Remboldt were
also critical members of the
research team. Nawrot is the
faculty supervisor and originator of the child development lab.
If you would like to learn
more about the research project the psychology majors
will be presenting in Chicago,
contact Mayo at mayosh@
mnstate.edu.
Taborsky can be reached
at ash_tabby@hotmail.com.

Win a Flash Drive and
Other Great Prizes!
Know your reaccreditation
trivia and you could win fun
prizes, including 13 flash drives
to be given away during the
month of February. Watch out
for the roving reaccreditation
team because if they stop you,
and you know the answers to
the reaccreditation questions,
you could be a lucky winner!
When is MSUM’s
reaccreditation visit?
March 5-7, 2007
Who is reaccrediting MSUM?
The Higher Learning
Commission (HLC) of the North
Central Association of Colleges
and Schools. (NCA).

heather gruenhagen / advocate photo editor

Josh Stokka, a junior industry major, practices drumming in the
Roland Dille Center for the Arts.

HOW CAN YOU WIN?
Be a smart Dragon and know
what’s going on March 5-7.
It’s “OUR TIME TO SHINE!”

Site Visit: March 5 - 7
For more information,
www.mnstate.edu/ncavisit/
Minnesota State University Moorhead is an equal opportunity educator and employer and is a
member of the Minnesota State Colleges and Universities System.
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Advocate editorial board
Lee Morris
Editor

Alyssa Schafer
Features Editor

Kellie Meehlhause
A&E Editor

Security memo
bureaucratic,
harms student,
employee ties

By law, MSUM Campus Security must accurately
collect data on any crimes students have committed
on campus-owned property.
If it fails to do so, the Department of Education comes
down hard, in a fine of up to $27,500, on the university. MSUM’s security department was the first in
America ever to be audited by the DOE, which happened in 1997.
So, it makes sense the department’s a little uptight
about collecting crime stats.
But here’s the dilemma—the memo the department
sends to collect the information must be filled out
regardless of confidentiality.
The memo goes to many, including professors, advisers of student organizations.
This means a professor who receives the memo,
whom a student has gone to for help and disclosed
facts that could be self-incriminating, must disclose
his or her knowledge of that student’s activities.
Moral conflict? Yup. Legal conflict? Nope, because
the law, the Jeanne Clery Act, requires the professor,
or any university employee, to report their knowledge
of that student’s potential crime—according to Ferman Woodberry, security director.
It can be anything from murder to underage drinking;
and after the student’s data is turned in, the security
department sends another letter asking for the name
of the accused, if known.
Woodberry said most of the memos show the department has already counted the incident. He also said
the department has never forwarded an incident on to
the legal system.
What he said may be true, but the possibility exists.
And that’s enough to hinder the relationship between
employees and students, when a student might need
help and is afraid of coming to someone because he or
she will get in trouble. The memo is over-bureaucratic
and other methods should be used to collect crime data.
The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not necessarily those of the college administration, faculty or
student body. The Advocate encourages Letters to the
Editor and Your Turn submissions. They should be
typed and must include the writer’s name, signature, address, phone number, year in school or occupation and any affiliations. Letters are due by 5 p.m.
Monday and can be sent
to MSUM Box 130,
dropped off in The Advocate office
or e-mailed to advocate@mnstate.edu.

Letters to the Editor

Avoid parking pitfalls
with timing, underwear
In response to last week’s
letter about parking codes,
perhaps I can help. I’m not
an expert (so consider my
opinion light-heartedly), but
I’ve seen conditions similar to those reported by the
writer. Based on Jaclyn King’s
description, it seems she has
experienced vehicular security-bootitus. VSB is a symptom
caused by the underlying disorder, Habitual OccurrenceExcessively Overdue Parking
Infractionism. Don’t worry,
this condition is treatable
but as Ms. King noted, very
costly. Simply paying off the
ticket writing man in the silver Camry is not enough.
Ongoing research is needed
and MSUM is paving the
way by experimenting with
Reverse Development.
RevDev is the technique of
transforming a small quantity
of complainers into a large
quantity of blacktop by leveling homes at a rate parallel to the production of king-

size Chevys. Parking Utopia
is possible (and spendy) so
thanks for paying your fine,
Jaclyn. MSUM also allocates
your money for pre-emptive
measures, such as counseling
for those who are tempted to
experiment with long underwear. Using it might help you
cope with this weather, but
please consider its pitfalls.
Don’t just say, “That can’t
happen to me.” Yes, it can.
The downward slide is slow
and continuous. Your sense
of logic will dwindle away.
Soon, your thoughts are crying out, “Never again!” as you
find yourself alone, taking an
Algebra exam and unable to
concentrate because those tube
socks have bunched down
around your ankles!
We do have options. Though
some of us live 10. … well, OK,
four blocks away, we choose
alternatives to underwear. For
example, using Auto Start an
hour before class affords us
some comfort for those stress-

ful 20 minutes we waste looking for a space near campus,
one big enough to accommodate our particular vehicle. It’s
about sacrifice. No one rides
for free, that is, no one except
the students. We can hop on
any bus, one block from wherever we are, and then jump off
one block from anywhere we
want to go, even Algebra class.
A warm bus goes by every
half hour and, thanks to an
MSUM subsidy funded in part
by Jaclyn’s late fees, it’s free!
Remember, long underwear isn’t pretty, i.e. “Don’t
go there,” “Fuhgeddaboudit,”
“Just say No” Uh… “God Bless
George W. Bush.” Consider
altering your routine (if you
think you have VSBs). You can
fully recover simply by arriving early and please, park in
designated areas only. Thank
you for your attention. And
God Bless George W. Bush.

Miss King,
Let me start off by saying
you are in fact right about four
things in your letter to the editor on Feb. 8. You do need to
realize that you are an adult.
There are no excuses. And in
the real world, there is no more
leniency. And four, you need to
jump out of your happy little
world. But I’m sorry to say that
is as far as the facts go in your
letter. Let me shed some light
on these supposedly difficult
policies of the parking office.
First off, MSUM parking lots
are oversold, however, A-3 lot
and K lot have never been full.
Yes, a permit does not guarantee you a spot in the lot of your
desire, however, to this date

MSUM has never filled all its
overflow lots. That fact aside,
I myself am an owner of a
commuter parking permit. You
might try A-3 lot just north of
the Science Lab. It’s never full.
If you don’t want to park in an
overflow lot farther from your
building for the day, you are
correct, you need to plan ahead
and get to MSUM sooner.
Second, if you planned on
saving your $80 to spend on
tickets, why are you surprised
you are getting them? You
planned for it, now it’s happening. If you park in a meter and
it expires, what is a parking officer supposed to do? Not do his
job? I think not. Or if you park
in the quote, “closest spot, take

a 20 minute test, and run back
out,” should a parking officer
not ticket you for failure to have
a permit? Again, I think not.
It’s too bad that you had
to walk across campus to pay
your fines. Did you ever think
of phoning a friend with a car?
Or did you know that the parking office is willing to pick up
all people they have booted, if
people only ask for a ride?
Third, all of the money
from the sale of permits and
the issuance of tickets goes to
extremely necessary things.
These things include clearing
snow from lots (think of the
lots without snow removal),
sanding the lots in the win-

Jimmy P. Powell,
Student

Letter writer has misconceptions

parking, page 5
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Network’s bias may affect future media
It’s not much of a secret that
FOX News is not, as it claims
to be, “fair and balanced.”
The station serves more as a
mouthpiece for right-wing propaganda rather than anything
resembling a legitimate news
outlet. The amount of airtime
the network affords unabashedly conservative talking heads
like Bill O’Reilly far exceeds
the amount of time given to
their liberal counterparts.
Granted, there is not a single
news outlet in America devoid
of some political bias.
However, FOX News is so
obviously in the back pocket of
the Republican Party that it is
absolutely ridiculous they can

get away with calling themselves “fair and balanced.” It’s
difficult for me to watch the
channel without wanting to
smash my fist against the wall.
While my personal political
beliefs lean more to the left
than the right, even if I were
more conservative, FOX News
would still be a bit much for
me to stomach.
The purpose of the news

media is to report
the truth and
give its audience
the straight facts
without spin, not
to entertain us
or reinforce our
personal beliefs.
Any
media
outlet with a one-sided political outlook or agenda should
be upfront about it and make
it clear they hold such beliefs.
FOX News’ heavy-handed
Republican bias, thinly veiled
underneath the guise of “fair
and balanced” news coverage,
grossly violates basic journalistic ethics.
The danger of this lies in

FOX News’ overwhelming FOX, and it’s damaging the
popularity. Considering how integrity of the news media.
they’re the highest rated cable
If the news coverage we are
news network in the nation, provided with is strewn with
I am deeply concerned about political bias and opinion,
what kind of long-term affects how are we supposed to realthey’re going
ly know what is
It’s a growing trend
to have on the
going on in the
spearheaded by
news media as
around
networks such as world
a whole.
FOX, and it’s damaging the us? How will we
The American integrity of the news media. trust what the
media is beginning to move media is telling us?
away from reporting straight
It is time for us as American
news in favor of what is known citizens to resist such ideologias “news analysis,” which is cal brainwashing and demand
really just a fancy term for more truth and less BS from
mixing opinions with facts our media.
into the news.
Down with CNN?
It’s a growing trend spearE-mail Sailer
headed by networks such as
at sailerbe@mnstate.edu.

“

It’s close, easy,
Etcetera, Etcetera
CMU store has some nice perks

Letters to the Editor

parking, from 4
ter, resurfacing lots, striping so
your parking neighbor doesn’t
intrude on your spot and also
the construction of new lots.
Maybe if you don’t want to
pay for these new lots (such
as the newly constructed lot
near the Wellness Center and
Higher Education Building),
maybe you would be in favor
of an increase in student fees to
pay for the necessary lot maintenance? Again, I think not.
In closing, relax. Parking
fines and permits are here to
stay. Get used to it, pay your
meters and arrive with plenty of time. And maybe you
should have bought a $95 permit, instead of paying $110 for
your boot.
Sam Bollman,
Student worker
in parking office

Choices heal race issues
I am writing in response to
the reckless words used by
Tony Guttormson in his article, “Choice not race-based,”
printed in the Jan. 18 edition
of The Advocate.
Guttormson stated, “This
is just a small example of a
growing problem in an oversensitive America.” That is
simply an inaccurate assumption. America is grossly naïve
to the reality of the racism that
continues to exist; especially
when it occurs in our own
backyard. I am a native North
Dakotan, and I have experienced the hurt and degradation of walking to my locker
and seeing the word “nigger”
written on it.
I would want to be extremely
careful about using the terms

“bigot“ and “scapegoat.”
Guttormson said, “Watson is
a bigot that just wants to pull
the trigger on something miniscule and say that it’s racism. Seems to be a common
scapegoat.” Throwing words
around with such careless
characterizations only fuels
the racial divide.
There is a great need for
positive race relations among
all races. But to further the process we all need to look inside
ourselves and decide what
kind of human being we want
to be. The choice is not that difficult. We can either choose to
escalate the problem or be part
of a positive solution.
Leslie M. Limvere-Robinson
Sophomore

I have found a new favorite store, and it’s right here on
campus. No, it’s not the Dragon Stop or the Bookstore, but
the Etcetera Shop in our very own CMU. … OK, so it’s not
my very favorite store, but it’s a really good one, albeit a little
overpriced. It’s one-stop shopping for those of us who forgot
birthdays, need groceries, or forgot to pick-up those last school
supplies or toiletries at Target.
I especially enjoy the fine selection of Dragon apparel. Tshirts, sweatpants and pajama pants are just a few of the things
they offer, in addition to the MSUM backpacks. Other school
spirit-themed wares are sold there too, such as picture frames.
What I like best in the gift department are the picture frames
that have the colors and letters of each of the MSUM’s two
sororities, Delta Zeta and Gamma Phi Beta.
Upon speaking with a cashier, I learned the three most frequently purchased items were pop, candy and greeting cards,
and that they have a special for each weekday. Mondays
bring 50-cent candy bars, Tuesdays have 50-cent cans of pop,
Wednesdays boast a double stamp day, Thursdays give you $3
balloon bouquets and Friday culminates the week with 20 percent off greeting cards.
I think my favorite part of the store is that you can completely
forget someone’s birthday, and they’ll never know because you
stopped by the Etcetera Shop. You could buy them a nice candle
or Burt’s Bees lip balm, wrap it in a gift bag and tissue paper,
have some balloons blown up, and buy a card without them
ever being the wiser of your mistake. … And it’s all from the
Etcetera Shop. Don’t try to use Dragon Dollars, though; they’re
not accepted. But you can make out checks for up to $25 more
than the purchase price if you’re strapped for cashola.
Think Wal-Mart sucks? E-mail Kveno at kvenosa@mnstate.edu.
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One artist’s loss is students’ gain

Liz Whitney art exhibit cancelled, replaced with student-curated “Interplay”
By KELLIE MEEHLHAUSE
A&E Editor

Those who were expecting to see artist Liz Whitney’s
exhibit, “Pattern & Structure,”
in the Center for the Arts gallery will be in for a surprise.
The event, which was scheduled to run Feb. 5 to 22 has
been canceled and replaced by
a student-curated exhibit titled
“Interplay,” which will be on
display through Wednesday.
“Interplay” features the
work of students who are
members of the organization Students Involved in
the Visual Arts as well as the
photo, ceramics and drawing
guilds at MSUM.
As a member of the gallery
committee, senior Sam IshamSchopf was one of the students
who helped launch the exhibit
when Whitney’s fell through.
He said that he originally
wanted it to be an SIVA-only
exhibit, but then decided that
a more “department-friendly
solution” would be to involve
all art students in “Interplay.”
“My vision for this exhibit
(was) sort of a gorilla, salonstyle, chaotic multi-media
group exhibition,” IshamSchopf said.
According to senior Carmen
Windecker, the exhibit combines a wide range of mediums, from paintings to ceramics to photography, and work
from all levels of students.
“This exhibition is really
about getting the viewer to
become involved as more than
simply a spectator and learning more about the process,
Windecker said.

Windecker submitted her
work after gallery director Jane
Gudmundson approached the
photo guild for entries. She
said almost every member of
the organization submitted a
piece that reflects what each
has learned over the years
about photography.
Like Windecker, junior
Jescia Hoffman got involved in
“Interplay” after Gudmundson
asked for submissions for the
drawing guild, of which she
is the president and secretary.
She will be displaying three
pieces: two oil pastel and one
graphite and watercolor.
Hoffman said that it’s
important for viewers to see
the variety of art “Interplay”
offers.
“Each person has his or her
own individual style, which
adds to the diversity of this
exhibit. We want to show people how our process works as
well by setting up mini studios in the gallery and working as we normally would,”
Hoffman said.
Art major Adam Helenske
emphasized the importance
of students displaying their
work to the public as a part
of artist growth. A member of
the ceramics guild, he will be
displaying two sculptures.
“It is important for students
to submit work to galleries
because showing work is an
important part of growing as
an artist and is an essential
component of an artist’s résumé,” Helenske said.
Junior Aliese Andersen,
who is also a member of the
drawing guild, knows firsthand what it takes to set up

Heather Gruenhagen / Advocate photo Editor

Seniors Lexis Graap and Abby Peterson observe some of the paintings that will be on display through
Wednesday as a part of the student-curated “Interplay.” This art exhibit is held in lieu of the cancellation of Liz Lynch’s “Pattern & Structure.”

a gallery through her work
with Gudmundson. Her job
includes installing shows,
taking them down, monitoring the gallery and setting up
receptions. Nevertheless, she
is both excited and nervous
to see her pencil drawings on
display.
“This show is a bit nerveracking because it’s a brand
new concept, and it was put
together very quickly! I’m
also very excited because I
think this show will be a great
opportunity for art students
to show work they may not

Oh, the farmer and the cowman should be friends

have otherwise had a chance
to display in a gallery setting,”
Andersen said.
Other students involved in
the exhibit are Josh Dahl, Bill
Delaney, Dan Devine, Sarah
Dotzenrod, Megan Eckman,
Karissa Englestad, Nicki
Gerber, Jenna Hagen, Matthew
Johnson, Paul Kvamme,
Michelle Mailloux, David
Mehrer, Valerie Mikelson,
Jessica Nies, Jeffrey Opp,
Miranda Salwei, Gibb Sheets,
Sydney Smith, Carl Stewart,
Lacey Swanson and Catherine
Wolsky.

A reception for the artists will be held from 4 to
5 p.m. today (Thursday).
Refreshments will be served,
and the event is free and open
to the public.
Gallery hours are Mondays,
Tuesdays and Thursdays from
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.; Wednesdays
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; and
Fridays from 9 a.m to 4 p.m. or
by special appointment.

Meehlhause can be reached
at meehlhke@mnstate.edu.

And
the
winner
will be
......
Find out in
next week’s
special
Academy
Awards
edition
Amanda Braud / The Advocate

Jud (Chris Hunt) attacks Curly
(Craig Petersen) while Laurey
(Crystal Cossette) and Aunt
Eller (Jane Barnstuble) look on
in the Fargo-Moorhead Community Theatre production of
“Oklahoma.” The musical runs
now through Feb. 25.
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Library houses more than just books
By LEE MORRIS
Editor

On two wooden, white
boxes 16 frames hang and
gaze out at studying students
or those merely seeking reading relaxation.
The boxes have taken their
place on the first floor of
Livingston Lord Library since
Christmas break 2005, when
students from the MSUM
photo guild launched an
exquisite endeavor.
Their intent was for the art
of photography to make its
vertical home on the boxes,
the boxes that have since been
home to the imaginations of

developed artists and students
alike.
“It’s nice because there’s not
enough artwork around this
campus, and this is a space students get to run themselves,”
said Don Clark, art and design
professor, who has helped
bring the exhibition from nonexistence to actuality.
At this moment and for the
rest of the month, a professional, Norbert Marklin, gets
to take a turn on the board
that Clark said will see about
four shows a semester.
Marklin’s 16 don’t exactly
cheer up the winter season,
however. Images of winter,
which Clark called beautiful,

enhance the library.
But with the season’s coldness comes warmness, too, in
a picture called “Fifth Street
Blizzard,” which puts the lens
on a pedestrian.
And other art is reminiscent
here—“Frozen sign silhouette”
has resemblance to the cover
art of Led Zeppelin’s untitled
fourth album—or, perhaps,
it’s not the ‘70s rock band at
all. It could just be ominous,
even evil.
At the photo “Staggered
Winter Treeline,” Robert
Frost’s “Stopping by Woods
on a Snowy Evening” becomes
a trail in the mind.
Marklin also hits close

Heather Gruenhagen / Advocate Photo Editor

Freshman Katie Adducci reads in front of Norbert Marklin’s “Frozen Moments—Images of Ice and
Snow” photography exhibit now on display on the first floor of Livingston Lord Library.

Third annual Communications
Summit provides future advice
By MICHAEL JOHNSON
Staff Writer

Caution tape and safety cones decorated the
stage for the third annual
Communications Summit.
However, the theme of the
event was not one of caution
but of connections. Make connections and build your future
is what guest speakers asked
of the attending communications students.
The event started out with
guest speaker Spider Johnk of
Spider Johnk and Company.
Johnk earned his memorable
name from his mother in high
school who told one of his
friends, “Oh, that spider is
up in his web.” He also said
he thanked his friend later on
because, “that name has been
the greatest marketing tool I
ever had.”
Johnk spoke on how to
break into the market. He said
though we all start our careers
in kindergarten, his first break
was while bartending. One of
his clients, who happened to
be a heavy drinker working

for IBM, asked him to draw
some caricatures. Though he
didn’t have much experience
he did it, and after fifty or so
he became pretty good.
From this freelance work
it led to a job at G.L. Ness
Agency, this led to his own
group called Spider Graphics,
that led to another and another, leading to his own current
company.
Johnk said he is where he is
because he was ready and willing. The several ideas Johnk
outlined in breaking into the
market included being ready,
not desperate; being different; being polite; knowing
any experience is good experience; showing respect for
the process; under-promising
and over-delivering; being the
person you want to work for;
and remembering that people
will forgive nervousness, not
arrogance.
Other speakers included Mac Burns of Absolute
Marketing
Group,
who
focused on networking and
challenged everyone to network all the time. “Why net-

work now?” Burns asked.
“Because people know people
who know people.”
Melissa
Hintermeister
spoke on creating your personal design and working
with the client. Dave Hanson
showed several of his ads and
explained how nothing can
replace your brain.
Of course, there was also a
luncheon with a panel discussion. The panel included recent
graduates who had made the
connections and were building their futures quite well.
One graduate on the panel
was Pete Moss of the Froggy
Morning Show whose words
of wisdom included, “If you
see something you like that
a smaller company is doing,
steal it.”
This useful and entertaining
event was organized by the
Ad Club. Though the speakers
were primarily from graphic
communications backgrounds,
the information discussed was
relevant to all communication
majors.
Johnson can be reached
at mj2day@hotmail.com

to home; just check out the
snow-covered car in “Open
Season.”
Marklin’s
photographic
madness is done on a medium
called archival inkjet print on
watercolor paper.
The photo guild last fall
held their First Juried Student
Exhibition, which Clark said a
Guggenheim winner judged.
Students from local colleges
and universities as well as
from the University of North
Dakota, the University of
Minnesota and others were
invited.
“We’re bringing in some
pretty good stuff,” Clark said.
Clark especially likes the
space’s high-traffic accessibility and credits the library for
allowing the photo guild to
use it. He said there’s a possibility lighting will be added
to the exhibition.
In April the photo guild will
have the two white wooden

boxes to itself—an exclusive
library showing. Clark said
any photography—even photojournalism—is acceptable
for this open-area display
case.
Marklin’s exhibit comes
complete with guest book, in
which scribbled letters say,
“The dimensionality is exquisite!” and “The imagery really
captures the ‘frozen moments’
of winter.’”
In the guest book, where
most people have signed their
thoughts on Marklin’s work,
one named Rose has said
something else: “Jesse, why
don’t you ever call me?”
It could be Jesse’s busy
working on developing his
photographic brilliance, one
day hoping to show his own
work on this, the most open
and visible art display on campus.
Morris can be reached
at morrisle@mnstate.edu.
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Athletic Director forum

First AD candidate opens forum

Current Athletic Director at VCSU boasts fundraising successes
By ROBYN ROHDE
Sports Editor

Uuniversity
President
Roland Barden appointed
a search committee to find
the next athletic director in
December, and it has narrowed
the field to three candidates.
Sylvia Barnier has been
serving as the interim Athletic
Director since the departure
of Alfonso Scandrett Jr. last
spring.
Warren Wiese, vice president
of student affairs, introduced
the first applicant Doug Peters
at an open forum Tuesday in
the CMU Ballroom.
Peters has been serving as
athletic director at Valley City
State since 2004. While his
tenture there, Peters has been
an active member with the
university presidential executive team, advancement team,
fundraising team and others.
Peters also listed off what he
thought his top three acheivements at VCSU were:
First off was a cumulative

Angela schneider / the advocate

Doug Peters speaks to faculity and media represenatives at an open forum in the CMU Ballroom.

grade point average of 3.0 for
the entire athletic department.
Next, he increased external
fundraising 100 percent before
specifying the role of athlet-

ics at the university as “being
competitive at a national
level.”
When asked about his
thoughts on the expainson of

Dragons
hit books
to gain
high GPA

Trainer hits hill
By LUKE HAGEN
Staff Writer

Once again, MSUM student-athletes continue to excel
on and off the playing field as
reported by the MSUM athletics Web site.
Dragon student-athletes
combined for a composite
grade point average of 2.944
for fall semester, higher than
the student body overall GPA
of 2.85.
Dragon women posted a
3.186 GPA while Dragon men
recorded a 2.751.
The top three women’s
teams included cross-country
(3.456), tennis (3.447) and basketball (3.355) while Dragon
men were led by cross-country
(2.932), track and field (2.923)
and football (2.817).
Dragon athletes listed 54
different majors with biology
(39), business administration
(18) and elementary education
(17) the most popular.

lineup
Today (Thursday):
Wrestling vs. Upper Iowa
7 p.m.
Swim at NCC Meet
Friday:
MBB vs. Winona State
8 p.m.
WBB vs. Winona State

Rohde can be reached
at rohdero@mnstate.edu.

Profile
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Email us
at advocate@mnstate.edu.

the conference, Peters replied,
“It’s gonna happen as quickly
as the NSIC can make it happen,” before concluding that
MSUM has an opportunity.

If given the job, Peters said
he would aid the Dragons in
staying competitive by first
raising more money and determining a focus and priorities.
Also,
the
candidate
expressed MSUM’s opportunity to “leave an imprint
when we compete and sort of
saturate the market with our
brand.”
David Herbster, director of
athletics at the University of
Nebraska at Omaha, is the
next candidate to speak with
his forum at 3:15 p.m. today
(Thursday) in the Center for
Business 203.
Gregory J. Walaitis, associate athletic director for
Development at Fresno State
University, will present sometime next week.
MSUM aims to make the
decision in March in order to
have a new head of Dragon
a thletics under contract by
summer.

jennifer hilbrands / the advocate

Senior Kayla Malecek was chosen as MSUM’s student representative to a national athletic trainers event in Washington, D.C.

6 p.m.
Swim at NCC Meet
Tennis vs. Concordia
5 p.m.
Saturday:
MBB vs. Upper Iowa
8 p.m.
WBB vs. Upper Iowa
6 p.m.
Swim at NCC Meet
Tennis vs. Minn. Duluth

finish line
Wrestling (14-7):
MSUM 35, SW Minnesota State 4
125: Smith, SMSU, major dec. Dschaak,
MSUM, 15-2.
133: McFarland, MSUM, dec. Barrie, 11-4.
141: Janke, MSUM, dec. Reed, 11-4.
149: Walton, MSUM, dec. Giese, 8-4.
157: Trout, MSUM, pinned Fast, 0:45.
165: Baker, MSUM, pinned Crouch, 1:12.

Senior MSUM student senator Kayla Malecek was selected to represent Minnesota athletic trainers at the National
‘Hit the Hill’ Day on Feb. 26.
The day will consist of certified athletic trainers such as
Malecek visiting Capitol Hill
to meet with their U.S. senators and representatives discussing legislative issues that
relate to athletic training.
Last summer Malecek
took an internship with the
Minnesota Athletic Trainers’
Association (MATA), and had
numerous discussions with
the president of MATA, Mike
Doyle, about getting a student
to go to ‘Hit the Hill’ Day.
Doyle wanted a student to
go to show that the athletic
trainers do care about what’s
going on in the legislative
office. He told Malecek that
he wants more opportunities
for the athletic trainers of the
future.
She got picked and will be
fully funded by MATA to go
to Washington, D.C., to say
her part in this event. She is
the first student who will be

174: Tubbs, MSUM, dec. T. Johnson, 6-4.
184: Nelson, MSUM, major dec. Chamblin,
12-3.
197: Bush, MSUM, major dec. C.D. Johnson,
12-1.
HWT: Facchinni, MSUM, dec. Marshall, 1-0.
Augustana 20, MSUM 19
125: Trampe, AC, dec. Dschaak, 12-7.
133: McFarland, MSUM, dec. Schlee, 4-0.
141: Long, AC, dec. Janke, 5-3 (OT).
149: Walton, MSUM, pinned Kruger, 4:38.
157: Trout, MSUM, pinned McCarthy, 0:45.

supported by MATA.
The reason she got picked
was based on her leadership
qualities during her term as an
athletic training student and
as a student senator of the
Great Lakes Athletic Trainers
Association.
“I do care and want to get
involved in these types of
things. I want to be a voice
for this because it could open
a huge job avenue to work in
clinical studies,” she said.
Malecek said she will discuss how most physical
therapists don’t believe athletic trainers are qualified to
work in physical therapy or
any clinical settings and how
wrong they are.
Malecek says when she
graduates, she wants to work
in a high school in the athletic
training department and eventually move up to teaching at
the undergraduate level.
“A lot of people don’t
know about athletic training,”
Malecek said. “It’s a very
young health care profession.
We don’t just tape ankles and
help lift weights.”
Hagen can be reached
at luke_hagen@hotmail.com.

165: Baker, MSUM, major dec. Haddorff,
11-0.
174: Henriksen, AC, dec. Tubbs, 3-1 (OT).
184: Severtson, AC, dec. Nelson 11-4.
197: Buys, AC, tech. fall Bush, 16-0 (5:40)
HWT: O’Connor, AC, dec. Facchinni, 2-1.
Men’s Basketball (12-11, 7-7 NSIC):
Northern State 75, MSUM 69
MSUM 80, University of Mary 69
Women’s Basketball (17-6, 11-3 NSIC):
Northern State 65, MSUM 59
MSUM 82, University of Mary 75
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Team finds rhythm
By ANN TIEGS
Staff Writer

Preseason optimism took a
slight detour as MSUM women’s tennis suffered a 7-2 loss
on Saturday to private school
St. Mary’s-Winona.
Entering his 12th season as
head coach of MSUM women’s tennis, Gary Harris said
the season outlook is good.
Three out of the last four
years, the Dragons finished
second out of six teams in the
Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference. Winona State finished first last year and will be
the team to beat.
Harris said the team didn’t
graduate any seniors last year.
They did lose a couple of players, but two freshmen, Traci
Pesta and Ashley Taborsky,
and sophomore transfer student, Ellie Matheson, are stepping in nicely.
“This may be the deepest
team strength-wise, from top
to bottom, that we’ve had
since I’ve been here,” Harris
said.
Bright, self-motivated and
successful are the words Harris
used to describe his team’s
members. A recent print-out

from the athletic department
shows the team’s GPA is 3.44.
Harris said team members
are there because they want to
play and consequently work
very hard.
Practice started Jan. 15 at
Courts Plus Fitness Center
in Fargo. No indoor practice
space is available on campus
and Harris said they are very
fortunate to be able to use the
Fargo facility.
The high cost of renting the
courts and late-night practices
are the downside. Court fees
are charged on a per-hour,
per-court basis. So far, budget
has kept pace. If necessary,
practices, starting at 9 p.m.,
are adjusted to stay within the
budget.
Next year, the landscape of
the conference will change.
Restructuring is on the agenda. If the new members are
accepted, the conference will
grow from six teams to 10 or
12.
“It will be a monster conference,” Harris said . “We’re
going to be the little kids
on the block again because
those other teams are just
very strong. St. Cloud is just
a rock.”

Ann tiegs / the advocate

Junior Claudia Irina goes for a backhand in practice at Courts Plus Fitness Center in Fargo last
Wednesday. After losing their season opener to St. Mary’s Winona 7-2, the Dragons host Concordia
College on Friday and Minnesota-Duluth on Saturday.

The team’s next match will
be against Concordia at 5 p.m.
Saturday at Courts Plus.

Alyssa Schafer contributed
to this report.

and women’s team for a small
fee of $6.50, or a season pass
for $65.
NSIC TV covers all sports
and is described as, “the best
seat in the house.” The broadcast does have some faults in
it and may pause for a few
seconds every once in a while,
but is streamed at the same

resolution as basic cable television.
To receive the game, your
computer must have Windows
Media Player and have a high
speed internet connection.

Tiegs can be reached
at a_l_tiegs@hotmail.com.

Advocate staff reports

The MSUM men’s basketball team has a daunting
task tomorrow night; they
host nationally No. 1 ranked
Winona State.
Winona State has won 45
straight games. The streak
started on Jan. 13, 2006, when
they defeated Wayne State, 9891 in overtime.
Since that game Winona has
won 26 straight Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference
games.
The first time these teams
played this season, MSUM
traveled to Winona and put
up quite a fight. The Dragons
had the game tied with less
than 20 seconds remaining,
but lost on a 3-pointer with
eight seconds to go.
If the Dragons win the rest
of their remaining 4 games
they have a chance, with some
help from other teams in the
NSIC, they could move up to
fourth in the NSIC and host a
NSIC tournament game.
The men’s and women’s
team hosts Winona State
tomorrow night and Northern
Iowa on Saturday.
Currently, the men’s team is
7-7 in the NSIC, 12-11 overall
and holds sixth place in the
conference.
The women’s team lost an
game to Northern State, dropping them out of a three-way
tie for first place. They are
now second in the NSIC, only
one game behind ConcordiaSt. Paul.

The women’s team is 11-3 in
the NSIC and is 17-6 overall.
The NSIC has now privileged those who cannot attend
the games.
Fans can order games
online at www.northernsun.
tv, or go to the MSUM athletics page and click on the NSIC
TV logo, and watch the men’s

Email us
at advocate@mnstate.edu.

john berdahl / the advocate

Men warm up for the No. 1 team in nation

It’s not easier to quit smoking after college. It’s harder.
Research shows most college grads who smoke find it harder to quit after college...not easier.

For help, call (888) 354-PLAN

Classifieds
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For Sale

Place for Rent

2 bedroom, 1 bath bi-level condo for
sale. Close to MSUM & Concordia!
Attached garage, newer appliances,
nicely decorated. $89,700. 1219
7th st. s. Moorhead.
Call 763-755-7700

1220 14th St N, Mhd – 4 bdrm, 1
bath, attached garage,
hardwood floors, dishwasher,
Washer/Dryer, fenced
brick patio area. $895+utilities, lease
now through
Apr/May. 701-298-8104

Place for Rent

January- One and Two Bedroom.
Security, Heat -water paid, Quiet,
NO PARTIES, A/C, mini-blinds with
plugins. Certified Crime/Drug Free
Housing. No pets. 701-371-7435 or
218-346-6584

One bedroom, security, quiet, no
parties! Heat- water paid, miniblinds, ceiling fan, A/C, spotless,
certified crime/drug free housing.
No pets. References and lease
required.
(218) 346-6584 or (701)371-7435
AMBER VALLEY (behind Old Chicago in Fargo) Twinhome, 3
bdrm, 2 bath, attached double garage, Washer/Dryer,
dishwasher, no smoking or pets.
$995+utilities, Dec
through May, negotiable. 701-2988104

Immaculate house for rent.
4bd, 2ba large yard, 4season porch,
1 block from msum campus available
immediately
$1100/mo call 701-200-3068
First floor apt, 2 blks. from MSUM.
Heat paid. No Pets. MCFMHP $325
per month. (218) 233-1224 Available
Jan. 1st
Walk to MSUM! Newly remodeled, 2
bdrm apt, available Mar 1! 701-4912530.

Red, crusty,
swollen,
sticky eyes?
You or your child may be
experiencing Bacterial Conjunctivitis,
commonly known as Pink Eye.
To receive treatment – and take part in an international clinical research
study for an investigational eye drop compared to a marketed drug
product – contact:

Dr. Michael Lillestol
1711 Gold Drive South, Ste 170
Fargo, ND 58103
701-232-7705
www.lillestolresearch.com

The study involves three visits, over a period of approximately eight days. Participants will receive
compensation for taking part in this study. Study related eye exams will be performed by a local
eye care practitioner free of charge.

Now Hiring!
P/T Tele sale s
4:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. M-F, & 9:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m. Sat.
$9-$10/HOUR
Apply in person at
PCI
2829 S. Uni versit y Dri ve Fargo,
(northwe st corner of American Family Insurance Building)

EOE
$9-$10/HOUR

1 4 35 Un i v er s it y D r i ve S • Far go , N D 5 81 03

Relocating March 31 to 4377 15th Ave S, Fargo

CLASSES STARTING
January
March

May
July

September
November
Day and Evening Courses Available

ENROLL TODAY! 701.478.1772
www.thesalonprofessionalacademy.com
COSMETOLOGY • ESTHETICS • NAILS • MASSAGE
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When I’m at the bar I like to smack myself in the face a few times with a good claw hammer. So what? Who am I hurting? Or the other
day I was walking along with Joe and he pulled out a shiny ball-peen model. Man, we just went to town with that baby. But what of it? I don’t
plan on being one of those life-long hammerers. I’ll just quit after I graduate by tapering off with some of those small rubber mallets.
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security, from front
Nearly every university
employee who becomes aware
of an allegation of university
policy, the student code of
conduct, civil or criminal law
or crimes specifically listed by
the Clery Act must divulge his
or her knowledge.
Woodberry said “several
hundred” of the memos go out
each year. Information is gathered from resident assistants,
nurses and student organization advisers. Only medical,
mental health and pastoral
counselors are exempt.

campus judicial coordinator—
though Woodberry said the
information gathered by the
memo has never been used in
this way.
Woodberry said no matter
how big or small the infraction, a Campus Security
Authority should forward his
or her knowledge on to the
judicial system.
He said unless the information gathered indicated a
threat to the campus community, he would not forward it
to the judicial process.

The gathering process

Breaking confidentiality

The memo mandates recipients say whether they know of
a crime or not and return it to
the security department.
If a person does know of a
crime, Campus Security sends
him or her another letter asking the type of incident, the
date and time it occurred and
its location.
That second letter also asks
for the complainant or victim’s
name—which requires the
consent of that person “unless
imminent danger exists”—
and the name of the accused,
if known.
The student or students
listed as accused are then put
through the legal system—
outside of the university if
need be, as well as with the

tv, from front
Approximately 50 students
enrolled in four different
classes work on the show each
week.
Those classes include TV
news producing, photography, writing and producing.
Each class allows students to
learn about a different aspect
of what goes into a televised
news broadcast.
Students are split into several different groups, which
report on stories in several
different categories, providing
a broad range of news coverage.
WDAY meteorologist Rob
Kupec supervises the program

The memo Woodberry sent
in 2005 said, “Federal regulations require you to report
these alleged crimes regardless
of any perceived issue of confidentiality,” meaning professors are obligated to break confidentiality with a student if
harm can occur to that student
or others, Woodberry said.
Anything from theft to
buying alcohol for a minor is
included in what a campus
security authority must, by
directive of the Clery Act, disclose of his or her knowledge
of a student’s activities.
Woodberry, who’s the
adviser to the black student
alliance, said, “I’ve never had
a case where somebody has
come to me with a severe
and also teaches the TV news
producing course.
Martin Grindeland, a mass
communications professor, is
the program’s director and
teaches TV news photography.
MSUM students Candace
Thornberg and Cory Tolliver
share head production duties.
Thornberg is also an anchor
alongside students Kim Long
and Tessie Jones. Two anchors
appear on the show each
week.
Thornberg said “Campus
News” offers MSUM students
“an idea of news that’s closer
to them,” as opposed to what
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problem where confidentiality has deterred them from
talking to me honestly about
something.”

parents are saying it, society
is saying it: Colleges need to
intervene,” Woodberry said.

More than Clery

Sending a memo collecting
data required by the Clery Act
is “standard practice” for institutions in the Minnesota State
Colleges and Universities system, Woodberry said.
In fact, the security director
said every university or college in America that receives
federal funding must send a
letter similar to his own.
“If we do not adhere to
Clery, our students will suffer,” he said.
That’s because the Clery
Act is enforced by the U.S.
Department of Education,
which will cut funding for
financial aid programs up to
$27,500 if crime data is inaccurate.
Woodberry said MSUM’s
security department was the
first in the nation ever to have
been audited by the DOE for
failing to gather accurate crime
reports, which happened in
1997.
“I have to do everything I
can to make sure the numbers
are correct,” Woodberry said.

The Clery Act only demands
information about major crimes
is revealed, Woodberry said.
Specifically, the Clery Act
requires information on homicides, forcible and non-forcible
sex offenses, robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, motor
vehicle theft, larceny, arson,
weapon violations, drug abuse
and alcohol incidents.
The Clery Act also says only
crimes that happen on campus or in campus-controlled
areas need to be reported,
Woodberry said. An example
of a campus-controlled area is
the Regional Science Center,
near Glyndon, Minn.
However, Woodberry is
also interested in violations of
university policy, the student
code of conduct and civil or
criminal law—so, anything a
student does violating one of
these policies or laws is subject to being reported in the
data and being forwarded to
the legal system.
“If we are made aware of
something that is potential
life-threatening, or could cause
a student not to be successful,
yeah, the courts are saying it,

Accurate reporting

Security show the department
has already recorded the incident, and nothing comes of it.
He said the 2006 memo
garnered no crime data not
already recorded; in a March
2006 interview, Woodberry
said the 2005 memo gathered
two to five reports.
Beyond the scope of the federal government, Woodberry
said he personally agrees with
the concept of sending a letter
that asks for student crime
from professors and others,
regardless of confidentiality.
“Why should a community
be ignorant of the possibilities or the threats that are out
there?” he said.
If Jeanne Clery’s parents had
known the nature of crimes
that had occurred in the community and the campus when
they sent their daughter there,
Woodberry said, they never
would have done so.
Despite their potential to
shatter confidentiality between
a professor and a student,
the potentially incriminating
information they seek or the
fact that nearly every university employee must report,
Woodberry said memos would
go out the week of Feb. 5.

Personal agreement

Woodberry said most of the
memos sent back to Campus

one might find on another local also provides MSUM journalor national news network.
ism students with an excelShe also said it gives stu- lent opportunity to gain valudents a reason to get up in the able hands-on experience
morning and see other stu- and receive instruction from
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4:20knowledgeable
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Morris can be reached
at morrisle@mnstate.edu.

“Outside of interning,
it’s some of the best experience they’re going to get,”
Thornberg said.
Sailer can be reached
at sailerbe@mnstate.edu.
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